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Can you make our Global Research Lab in India a Centre of 
Excellence? 

Nepa is looking to enhance our Research and Analytics production unit in India into a full-
fledged Centre of Excellence where data is gathered, analysed, reported, presented, 
stored and, in some cases, automated with the highest quality. You will be a team 
motivator, a trainer and a leader as well as responsible for both operational and 
intellectual qualities. 

 

As our new Director of the Global Research Lab Unit in India  

You will lead, inspire and motivate a young team of 50 analysts and researchers. We are 
looking for an individual with a creative and entrepreneurial spirit who can contribute to 
the company’s overseas growth aspirations. The role requires experience in off-shoring, 
being able to work with our global offices on projects, develop systems and processes 
with expertise in quantitative research and analytics methodologies. Experience in setting 
up an off-shore production unit and experience in working in the U.S. or in European 
markets is desirable. 

You will ensure that the team produces high quality data and analysis in the most efficient 
way. As Director of the Global Research Lab you have the ultimate responsibility for the 
data and reports delivered by your unit and enhancement of the same through process, 
systems and training. 

 

A few more things  

 You have proven communication skills and excellent presentation skills. 

 You combine a strong doer mentality with a high level of quality and service. 

 You thrive in a dynamic environment with a high growth rate. 

 You work hard to achieve goals while being humble, unpretentious and  
team-oriented as you truly believe in the power of collaboration.  

 You are fluent in English, both in writing and speech. 

Nepa help companies to accelerate their business 
performance by becoming customer centric at their 
fingertips. We help you bridge the gap between 
insight and action to facilitate a customer centric 
decision making. By merging behavioural data with 
customer feedback data, our clients turn the voice 
and the footprints of the consumer into financial 
KPI:s and provide it to the right stakeholder in real-
time. 

Headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden with local 
presence in Denmark, Finland, UK, US, India, 
Norway, Singapore, and China. 

Read more about Nepa here. 

 

Application 

All application shall be registered here. We process applications as we receive them. For 
questions about the position, do not hesitate to contact hr@nepa.com. 
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